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ABSTRACT

A quantitative study on the kinetics of nucleation of primary Si particles (PSPs),

especially under the effect of P inoculation, during isothermal melt solidification

of hypereutectic Al–Si(–Cu) alloys has been realized for the first time by using a

unique micro-focus in situ X-radiography method, which is impossible by

synchrotron X-radiography or tomography methods. The nucleation under-

cooling and nucleation rate of PSPs have been measured. Besides, TP-1 type

solidification test has been carried out. It is found that nucleation undercooling

of PSPs is reduced, while nucleation rate and number density of PSPs is

increased significantly by P inoculation. Moreover, the influence of cooling rate

on the nucleation kinetics of PSPs in the P inoculated alloy was investigated

in situ. It is observed that higher cooling rate has the influence of increasing the

peak nucleation rate and extending the nucleation temperature ranges of PSPs,

in terms of earlier nucleation at lower undercooling and nucleation stopping at

higher undercooling, which results in higher number density of PSPs. The

decrease in minimum nucleation undercooling with increasing cooling rate in

the P inoculated alloy is unexpected, which has been attributed to the extremely

slow growth rate of faceted Si crystal on AlP substrates under low undercooling.
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Introduction

Hypereutectic Al–Si alloys are widely used to pro-

duce engine parts due to their low density, high-

temperature resistance, high wear resistance, and low

coefficient of thermal expansion [1–4]. The mechani-

cal and physical properties of these alloys are

strongly influenced by the size and morphology of

the primary silicon particles (PSPs), which can have

different morphologies, including octahedral, poly-

hedral, feathery-like, star-like containing two to five

branches, and hexagonal-shaped plates [1, 3, 5, 6].

Fine primary Si particles with compact morphology

(e.g. polyhedral) are beneficial for the strength, duc-

tility and wear resistance of alloys, while coarse star-

like, lath/plate-like or dendritic morphologies with

long branches are harmful. The size and morphology

are mainly controlled by the nucleation and growth

of the particles during solidification, which are

influenced by the inoculation or modification treat-

ment and solidification conditions [1, 7, 8].

For hypereutectic Al–Si alloys without modifica-

tion/inoculation, the morphologies of PSPs are

strongly influenced by cooling rate and silicon con-

tents in the alloys. The size of primary silicon

decreases with increasing cooling rate [3, 7, 9, 10] and

decreasing Si contents. However, the shape change

from the common plate and star-like shapes to octa-

hedral shapes only occurs when the cooling rate is

higher than certain critical values while the Si content

is low enough. Ullah et al. [11] investigated the

influence of silicon content (17–38 wt.%) on the

morphologies of silicon crystals formed during

solidification of Al–Si alloys, and showed that the Si

particles have a fish-bone or star-like morphology at

lower silicon contents, but change to large plates at

higher Si contents. Some studies have revealed that

molten hypereutectic Al–Si alloys have a non-homo-

geneous spatial distribution of Si atoms with a short-

range atomic order (cluster) at temperatures above

liquidus [12–14]. It is suggested that these clusters act

as nucleation sites and facilitate primary Si formation

[7, 12–14]. The size of Si–Si clusters would directly

influence the formation of nucleus of different Si

morphologies. The number density of Si–Si clusters

determines the size of PSPs after casting. This was

supposed to be the reason that an over-heating of the

aluminium melt before casting can significantly

change the morphology of primary Si particles, from

star-like and other irregular shapes to octahedral

shapes [3, 7, 9–12], and at the same time reduce the

size of Si particles [7, 10].

Phosphorus (P) in the form of Al–P, Al–Si–P or Cu–

P master alloy, is usually introduced into the hyper-

eutectic Al–Si alloys to refine primary silicon particles

[1], which was first suggested by Sterner-Rainer [15].

In addition to the refinement effect, addition of P can

also change the morphology of PSPs from irregular to

polyhedral [3]. For the corresponding refinement

mechanism, it is generally accepted that AlP particles

act as the nucleation substrate for the heterogeneous

nucleation of PSPs, where a cube–cube orientation

relationship exists between AlP and PSPs [1, 3, 16].

In the last decades, the mechanism and kinetics of

heterogeneous nucleation of non-faceted phase, for

example aluminium grains in aluminium alloys, has

been extensively studied both experimentally and by

modelling [17–26], where the application of syn-

chrotron X-radiography and micro-focus X-radiog-

raphy methods has greatly facilitated the acquisition

of quantitative kinetic data. In contrast, little research

efforts have been spent to quantitatively address the

nucleation kinetics of faceted crystals, for example

primary Si phase, especially under the influence of P

addition, in hypereutectic aluminium–silicon alloys.

This should be attributed to the limit of synchrotron

X-ray radiography or tomography facilities, where

the thin samples have to be aligned in a vertical

configuration. Within the vertically positioned thin

sample (broad plane parallel to gravity), there is a

strong floating of the PSPs due to the big density

difference between them and surrounding liquid

metal.

So far experimental studies on nucleation beha-

viour of PSPs have been mostly limited to ex situ, e.g.

thermal analysis during solidification, characteriza-

tion of the size and morphology of primary Si, and

finding the potential nucleation site [27–31]. How-

ever, it is difficult to reveal the nucleation kinetics

quantitatively by ex situ characterization, where

detailed temporal information is missing. Fortu-

nately, the development of in situ micro-focus X-ra-

diography method has made the quantitative study

possible, because thin plate samples can be posi-

tioned with their broad faces perpendicular to the

gravity.

In this work, for the first time, in situ micro-focus

X-radiography has been applied to study the nucle-

ation kinetics of primary Si particles during
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solidification of high-purity hypereutectic Al–Si

alloys without and with P addition. Near-isothermal

melt solidification condition with constant cooling

rates has been used. Besides, TP-1 type solidification

test has been carried out.

Materials and experimental methodologies

The base material used in this work is an Al–

22wt.%Si–18.8wt.%Cu alloy prepared from 5 N

(99.999%) high-purity aluminium, solar-grade 6 N

(99.9999%) high-purity Si and 6 N (99.9999%) high-

purity Cu, molten in a clay graphite crucible using a

Nabertherm melting furnace. The aim of adding Cu

into the alloy is to enhance the X-radiography con-

trast between primary Si phase and the liquid phase,

which has been demonstrated previously by

Mathiesen et al. [32] and Shahani et al. [33, 34] in Al–

Si–Cu system. The phase diagram and phase mole

fraction evolution as a function of temperature cal-

culated by Thermo–Calc [35] using the TCAL4 data-

base are shown in Fig. 1. The theoretical liquidus

temperature is calculated as 770.2 �C (#1 marked in

Fig. 1) with Si as the primary phase to form during

solidification. In comparison to the binary Al–Si

phase diagram (dash lines), the addition of Cu

mainly changes the liquidus temperature, but has

very modest influence on the slope of the liquidus

line. The solubility of Cu in solid Si is less than

0.5 ppm [36, 37], thus the added Cu remains almost

completely in the liquid. Previous investigation [34]

has also shown that the dissolved Cu does not

modify the diffusion mobility of Si in the aluminium

melt noticeably. In addition, Cu does not alter the

potency of AlP particles [32, 38]. Therefore, it is

considered that Cu does not affect the nature of

nucleation and growth behaviour of PSPs. Moreover,

adding Cu also reduces the binary Al–Si eutectic

temperature (#2 shown in Fig. 1) and results in a

ternary eutectic reaction (indicated by #3 with verti-

cal lines in Fig. 1) at 521.6 �C. As shown in Fig. 1b, in

this ternary eutectic stage, all of the residual liquid

transforms to solid, meanwhile about 40% Al phase,

4% Si phase and 25% Al2Cu phase form. The final

molar fraction of different phases is shown by a sin-

gle point for each phase. After complete melting and

mixing of the raw materials at 800 �C, 0.5 wt.% Al–3P

master alloy was added. The microstructure of AlP

particles in the master alloy has been characterized

and reported in [39, 40]. The phosphorus contents in

the base alloy without P addition and in the alloy

with P addition are measured by Glow Discharge

Mass Spectrometry (GDMS) as 0.47 ppm and

110 ppm, respectively. In the later sections, these two

alloys are named as non-inoculated and P inoculated

Al–Si–Cu alloys.

For TP-1 type test, the two experimental alloys

were solidified in a small pre-heated (the same tem-

perature as the melt, * 800 �C) graphite crucible

(U = 48 mm, H = 50 mm) covered with insulation

materials at the bottom and top. A well-calibrated

Figure 1 a Phase diagram of Al–18.8Cu–xSi and Al–Si alloy and

b phase mole fraction evolution as a function of temperature of

Al–22Si–18.8Cu alloy based on Scheil model calculated by

Thermo-Calc. #1 represents the liquidus temperature (770.2 �C)

below which primary Si forms, #2 represents Al–Si binary eutectic

temperature (528.9 �C) and #3 represents Al–Si–Al2Cu ternary

eutectic point (521.6 �C).
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K-type thermocouple was inserted into the centre of

the crucible to measure the cooling curves during

solidification at 50 Hz recording rate. After solidifi-

cation experiments, the small cast ingots (U = 30 mm,

H = 40 mm) were sectioned, ground and polished for

microstructure characterization using ZEISS Axiovert

25 optical microscope.

For the in situ solidification experiments, plate-like

thin samples were first cut from the as-cast ingots

and then ground and polished into final dimensions

of 5 mm 9 50 mm 9 0.2 mm (X 9 Y 9 Z) ± 0.01

mm. The thin sample together with a steel sample

holder were then encapsulated into glassy carbon

crucibles. The micro-focus X-ray radiography setup

used here for in situ solidification studies has been

widely used for Al alloys [17, 18, 41–43] and Mg

alloys [44] and the detailed description of the whole

setup could be found in Refs. [42, 45, 46]. The thin

plate samples are melted and solidified inside the

Bridgman-type gradient furnace in a horizontal

position, namely, the wide surface of the sample is

perpendicular to the gravity direction (Z/g). By this

sample configuration, melt convection could be sup-

pressed to a large extant and the crystal/particle

movement due to gravity/flotation is limited mainly

in the sample thickness direction (Z direction), which

simplify the condition for studying the nucleation

kinetics of primary silicon. Nearly isothermal melt

solidification condition was realized by fine-tuning

the two heater elements of the furnace [17, 41]. For

each in situ solidification sequence, the sample was

remelted and heated to a temperature * 790 �C.
Each sample was subjected to several repeated

sequences over the same FOV, and experiments were

carried out on more than one samples with identical

furnace settings. Constant cooling rates in the range

of 0.05–1 K/s were applied for the solidification

experiments. During in situ solidification experi-

ments, temperature curves at two heater elements

outside of the field-of-view (FOV) are recorded. The

melt temperature inside the FOV is calculated from

the average values of the temperatures of two heater

elements but further calibrated with the binary Al–Si

eutectic temperature of this ternary alloy, as shown

by point #2 in the phase diagram plotted in Fig. 1.

The field-of-view (FOV) of X-radiographic images is

about 2700 9 1800 lm2 and the frame capture rate

was set to 1 Hz.

Results

TP-1 type solidification study

The solidification structure of TP-1 type samples is

shown in Fig. 2, where the primary Si particles show

a black contrast. The non-inoculated base alloy shows

coarse irregularly shaped PSPs, with different mor-

phologies including star-like, five-fold branched

shape, plate-like shape and hollow octahedron shape.

The average size of PSP was measured as 396 lm. In

contrast, the PSPs in the P inoculated sample are

much finer and mostly have more blocky shapes with

an average size of about 88.6 lm, showing the sig-

nificant refinement effect of Al–3P master alloy on

primary Si particles. In addition to PSPs, a large

fraction of fine Al–Si–Al2Cu ternary eutectic structure

(light grey region) and a small fraction of Al dendrite

phase (bright) can be observed.

Figure 3 shows the measured cooling curves of TP-

1 type samples during solidification in the graphite

crucible. The corresponding first derivatives of cool-

ing curves, dT/dt, are also shown in the figure. The

initial cooling rate during solidification is measured

as * 1.6 K/s. Following the typical data analysis

methods of cooling curves [47, 48], the nucleation

starting temperature Tn of the primary phase (here

primary Si) is defined as the temperature at which the

cooling curve start to deviate from linearity, or the

first peak showing in dT/dt curve. The starting

temperature of nucleation in the P inoculated alloy is

determined as 735.4 �C, which is 31.8 �C higher than

that for the base alloy without P addition (703.6 �C),
showing that the nucleation undercooling is greatly

reduced by addition of the Al–3P master alloy. In the

late solidification stage, at around T =525 �C
(t =293 s), a second peak of dT/dt followed by

recalescence stage can be observed for both alloys.

Based on the calculated phase diagram shown in

Fig. 1, this is corresponding to the binary eutectic

reaction L ! Alþ Si at 528.9 �C (#2 in Fig. 1), where

about 11 vol.% Al phase and 1 vol.% Si phase form in

this stage. It is consistent with the dendritic Al phase

shown in Fig. 2. The recalescence phenomenon

should be ascribed to the formation of the divorced

eutectic Al phase which releases a large amount of

latent heat. It is interesting to see that the two peaks

of dT/dt corresponding to the binary eutectic reac-

tion are nearly overlapping, showing that the nucle-

ation temperature of Al–Si eutectic in the two alloys
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are nearly the same, while the cooling curve mea-

surement is reproducible. The third peak of dT/

dt and the following plateaus in the cooling curves

are corresponding to the ternary eutectic reaction in

the alloys. The temperature at plateaus for the non-

inoculated and P inoculated alloy is 521.6 �C and

520.8 �C, respectively, which is in a good agreement

with the theoretical ternary eutectic temperature,

521.6 �C (#3 in Fig. 1). The cooling curves show that

the addition of P also reduces the nucleation under-

cooling of the ternary eutectic reaction.

In situ X-radiographic study
on the nucleation behaviour of PSPs

Solidification at cooling rate of 0.2 K/s

Selected images from in situ X-radiography sequen-

ces recorded during near-isothermal melt solidifica-

tion of non-inoculated and P inoculated

hypereutectic Al–22Si–18.8Cu alloys under 0.2 K/s

cooling rate are shown in Fig. 4. The full video

sequences are also provided in Video 1 and Video 2

as supplementary materials. The images in the left

column are for the non-inoculated and the right for

the P inoculated alloy, respectively. In each solidifi-

cation case, when the first Si particle becomes visible

in the FOV, the time is set to t = 0 s. The melt tem-

perature is obtained from temperatures recorded by

thermocouples calibrated with the temperature of Al

dendrites forming in the FOV (assuming Al grain

forms at the theoretical temperature of T = 528.9 �C).
The detailed formation of Al grains form after PSPs

and the microstructure in post solidified samples

have already been reported in [46]. Due to the dif-

ference of Cu concentration between the liquid and

solid phases, the primary Si crystals forming in the

liquid (some are indicated by red arrows) show a

bright contrast while the liquid remains dark. As can

be seen, PSPs appear nearly homogeneously in the

whole FOV, indicating that there is no significant

temperature gradient in the FOV and a near-

isothermal melt solidification is achieved. It is

observed that the PSPs started to form at 762.1 �C in

the P inoculated alloy (Fig. 4b1). In contrast, no PSPs

could be observed until 755.3 �C in the non-

Figure 2 Microstructure of primary Si particles in the TP-1 type solidification samples characterized by optical microscope: a non-

inoculated and b 110 ppm P inoculated Al–22Si–18.8Cu alloys. Different phases are marked in the images.

Figure 3 Cooling curves (solid lines) of non-inoculated and

110 ppm P inoculated Al–22Si–18.8Cu alloys measured during

TP-1 type solidification in the graphite crucible and the

corresponding first derivative dT/dt curves (dashed lines).
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inoculated alloy (Fig. 4a2). It shows that the P addi-

tion significantly reduces the nucleation undercool-

ing for PSPs.

After nucleation, a faceted growth of PSPs can be

seen in both alloys. In the base alloy without P

addition, most of the PSPs show complex star-like

morphologies with branches and fan-like thin plates

extending into the surrounding Al liquid in the early

stage of formation. With temperature decreasing, the

plates and branches grow into larger size. Formation

of new plates (marked by yellow arrows in Fig. 4a5)

from the growing Si crystals can also be observed. In

contrast to the non-inoculated alloy, most of the Si

particles have polyhedron and plate-like morpholo-

gies in the P inoculated alloy. Formation of new

branches or new plates from the growing crystals are

rare. Besides, the size of PSPs in the P inoculated

alloy is much finer, while the number density is much

higher than that in the non-inoculated alloy.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the total number of

primary Si particles formed in the FOV as a function

of melt temperature, and the corresponding nucle-

ation rate for the two solidification cases shown in

Fig. 4. It can be seen that the nucleation temperature

of the primary Si in the P inoculated alloy is 6.8 K

higher than that in the non-inoculated alloy. In the

non-inoculated alloy, the number of PSPs in the FOV

increases slowly with decreasing melt temperature,

and reaches a maximum value of 7 after 7.6 K. The

maximum nucleation rate is only 2.6 mm-3 K-1. In

the P added alloy, most of the PSPs in the FOV form

in the initial 5.8 K temperature range after precipi-

tation of the first PSP. The corresponding nucleation

rate reaches a peak value (25.9 mm-3 K-1) within 9 s

(1.8 K undercooling below Tn), followed by a sharp

drop, and then remains at low rate for a long time

until nucleation stops at 700.5 �C. These results show

that the nucleation rate and the final number of PSPs

is increased significantly by P addition.

Influence of cooling rate on nucleation kinetics of PSPs

in P inoculated alloy

Figure 6 shows selected X-radiographic images from

sequences recorded during in situ solidification of the

P inoculated alloy under three different cooling rates,

0.05, 0.2 and 1 K/s. The undercoolings DT are

marked in each image. As can be seen, the total

number of PSPs in the FOV increases, while the final

size decreases with increasing cooling rate, showing

that high cooling rate promotes the nucleation and

refinement of PSPs in the P inoculated alloy.

Figure 7a shows the evolution of total number of

PSPs in the FOV as a function of undercooling. As

can be seen, all the curves show a sigmoid shape. The

total number of PSPs increases while the minimum

nucleation undercooling required for precipitation of

bFigure 4 Selected X-radiographic images from in situ studies of

solidification of a non-inoculated and b 110 ppm P inoculated Al–

22Si–18.8Cu alloys under the same cooling rate of 0.2 K/s.

Primary Si particles show a bright contrast, and some of them are

marked with red arrows. The full video sequences are also

provided in Video 1 and Video 2.

Figure 5 a Evolution of the total number of primary Si particles

(PSPs) in the FOV as a function of melt temperature and b the

corresponding nucleation rate as a function of undercooling during

solidification of the two alloys shown in Fig. 4.
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PSPs decreases as the cooling rate is increased. It is

interesting to note that the nucleation of new PSPs

can last for a large temperature range, while the

maximum nucleation undercooling increases with

cooling rate. However, most of the Si particles form in

the first 10 K after nucelation starts. After 15–20 K

undercooling, the increase in rate of PSPs number is

very slow.

Figure 6 In situ image sequences of 110 ppm P inoculated Al–22Si–18.8Cu alloy solidified at 3 different cooling rates: a 0.05 K/s,

b 0.2 K/s and c 1 K/s. DT is the undercooling below liquidus temperature of the alloy.
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By fitting the particle number curves in Fig. 7a, in

the range of 0–20 K undercooling, with sigmoid

functions, the nucleation rate in units of mm-3 K-1

and mm-3 s-1, has been calculated. The corre-

sponding curves are shown in Fig. 7b and c, respec-

tively. As can be seen that the nucleation rate curves

show a log-normal shape, but with a long tail beyond

15 K undercooling, where the nucleation rates are

extremely low. The peak nucleation rate at higher

cooling rates is larger than that for the lower cooling

rates. Besides, for the nucleation rate in unit of

mm-3 s-1 (Fig. 7c), at the same undercooling values

below 15 K, it almost always increases with cooling

rate.

Comparing to non-inoculated alloy

Figure 8 shows the final volumetric number density

of primary Si particles in the non-inoculated and P

inoculated alloys solidified under different cooling

rates. As can be seen, the number density of PSPs in

both non-inoculated and P inoculated alloys increa-

ses nearly linearly with cooling rate during solidifi-

cation. However, the increase rate PSPs is much

sharper in the latter case (P inoculated alloy), indi-

cating a strong effect of P inoculation on enhancing

nucleation.

Figure 9a shows the minimum nucleation under-

cooling (undercooling below the liquidus tempera-

ture when nucleation starts) of the two alloys. For the

non-inoculated alloy, the minimum nucleation

undercooling generally increases with cooling rate. It

is about 17 K at cooling rates of 0.05 and 0.1 K/s,

while around 20–30 K at cooling rates 0.5 and 1.0 K/

Figure 7 Evolution of number of the PSPs within the FOV as a

function of undercooling in the 110 ppm P inoculated Al–22Si–

18.8Cu alloy (the same sample and the same FOV) solidified at

different cooling rates (a), the corresponding nucleation rate of

PSPs, number density per Kelvin (b) and number density per

second (c), calculated from the fitting curves of a.

Figure 8 Volumetric number density of primary Si particles

(PSPs) in the non-inoculated and 110 ppm P inoculated Al–22Si–

18.8Cu alloys solidified under different cooling rates.
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s. In contrast, the minimum nucleation undercooling

of PSPs decreases with cooling rate for the P inocu-

lated alloy, which is an unexpected result. It is about

10.6 K at cooling rate of 0.05 K/s, while around 1.7 K

at cooling rate of 1.0 K/s. This is completely different

from the nucleation kinetics of primary aluminium

grains in inoculated aluminium alloys where the

minimum nucleation undercooling does not change

with cooling rate [32]. As shown in Fig. 9b, the

maximum nucleation undercooling (undercooling

below the liquidus temperature when nucleation

stops) increases with cooling rate for both alloys,

while much higher values apply for the P inoculated

alloy. Such an evolution of maximum nucleation

undercooling with cooling rate is consistent with the

nucleation kinetics of primary aluminium phase [32].

A larger maximum nucleation undercooling or

extended nucleation temperature range is favourable

for nucleation of more PSPs. It should be noted that

the maximum undercooling determined here is sim-

ply determined by the difference between liquidus

temperature of the alloy with its nominal composi-

tion and the melt temperature, but does not take into

account the change of local solute concentration (thus

local liquidus temperature) due to the growth of

earlier nucleated PSPs.

Discussion

From the TP-1 type test and in situ X-radiography, it

is clear that nucleation of primary Si particles is

greatly enhanced by P inoculation, in terms of both

reduced nucleation undercooling and increased

nucleation temperature range. It should be noted that

the measured formation temperatures for PSPs by

in situ experiments are much higher than that

achieved by TP-1 type test. It implies that cooling

curve method has a low sensitivity to the starting

temperature for precipitation of PSPs, which is dif-

ferent from the high sensitivity to the nucleation of

primary Al grains. This may be attributed to the slow

increasing rate for the volume fraction of Si phase

with decreasing temperature, which is about 0.0009/

K in the present alloy according to equilibrium phase

diagram. In comparison, the increasing rate of Al

phase during solidification of Al–20Cu alloy is about

0.0175/K, which is about 19 times higher. Although

the latent heat release for precipitation of PSPs per

unit volume is about 4 times as that of primary Al

phase, the cooling curve is much less influenced by

PSPs. Only when the nucleation and growth rates of

PSPs reach certain values, the released latent heat can

significantly change the cooling rate of aluminium

melt. It should be mentioned that similar small Tn

was determined in a Al–15Si alloy inoculated by Al–P

master alloy by thermal analysis [49].

Based on Al–P phase diagram [50, 51] and experi-

mental evidences reported in the literatures [1, 3, 16],

it can be safely concluded that P provides a large

number of AlP particles, acting as nucleation sub-

strates for PSPs. According to the binary Al–P phase

diagram calculated from the database developed by

Liang and Schmid-Fetzer [50] shown in Fig. 10,

Figure 9 aMinimum Nucleation undercooling and b maximum

nucleation undercooling of primary Si particles measured during

in situ solidification of non-inoculated and 110 ppm P inoculated

Al–22Si–18.8Cu alloys at different cooling rates. The error bars

indicate the standard deviation of the experimental data measured

for different solidification experiments.
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110 ppm P addition causes AlP particles start to

precipitate from the melt at 779.4 �C. Taking into

account the effect of solute Si on P-solubility in the

Al-rich melt, AlP particles should be able to precipi-

tate at higher temperatures in Al–Si-P alloy than the

binary alloy [51]. Nevertheless, the precipitation

temperature of AlP particles is consistently above the

liquidus temperature of the alloy, thus AlP particles

are available and can work as nucleation sites when

PSPs start to precipitate.

In the initial stage of in situ solidification experi-

ments, before cooling starts (790 �C), no AlP particles

are supposed to exist in the melt of the P inoculated

alloy. During cooling, AlP particles precipitate and

grow when the melt temperature drops below

779.4 �C. When the melt is cooled down below the

liquidus temperature of the hypereutectic Al–Si alloy,

nucleation of primary Si crystals will be possible,

depending on the availability and potency of AlP

particles. It has been revealed that low lattice mis-

matching interfaces exist between the Si crystals and

AlP crystals [52, 53], which makes AlP particles

highly potent heterogeneous nucleation substrate for

PSPs. One can imagine that the size of AlP particles

will increase while the number density will decrease

with decreasing temperature due to the growth and

coarsening of particles. A higher cooling rate will

result in a larger number but smaller size of AlP

particles in the melt due to the reduced coarsening.

On the contrary, a lower cooling rate will result in

smaller number of potent AlP particles in the melt.

This can well explain the number density increase of

PSPs with increasing cooling rate. Such a nucleation

process is different from the nucleation of primary Al

grains in inoculated aluminium alloys, where the

total number of inoculant particles, for example TiB2,

does not change with cooling rate.

In addition, cooling rate also influences the growth

velocity of nucleated primary Si particles as well as

the solute diffusion field around growing Si particles.

During the growth of PSPs, a Si-depleted zone will be

developing around the particles, where the driving

force for nucleation of new PSPs on AlP particles will

be reduced. This is, in principle, the same as the

solute segregation stifling effect [17, 54–57] for

nucleation of primary Al phase in inoculated alu-

minium alloys. At higher cooling rates, PSPs have

less time to grow into larger size (Fig. 6) while the Si-

depleted zone is smaller. Therefore, more PSPs can

nucleate on AlP particles in between growing Si

particles. Therefore, the total number density of PSPs

increases with increasing cooling rate.

However, the maximum nucleation undercoooling

of PSPs in the present P inoculated alloy (Fig. 9b) is

much larger than that of Al grains in the Al–Cu alloys

[17]. Such a nucleation behaviour may be due to the

in situ nucleation and growth of AlP particles during

cooling and solidification (according to the phase

diagram), while TiB2 particles are very stable. By

forming new potent AlP particles in the melt during

solidification, nucleation of primary Si particles is still

possible.

A surprising finding in this work is the decrease in

minimum nucleation undercooling of PSPs with

increasing cooling rate in the P inoculated alloy

(Figs. 7a, 9a). According to the athermal nucleation

theory and free growth criteria proposed for nucle-

ation of aluminium grains on potent flat inoculant

particles [58, 59] and heterogeneous nucleation model

for nucleation of magnesium grains on potent

spherical substrates [60], the minimum nucleation

undercooling is determined by the size of the largest

potent inoculant particles available while the nucle-

ation undercooling decreases with increasing size of

potent nucleation site. Thus, a slow cooling rate will

favour an earlier nucleation of PSPs, namely a smaller

nucleation undercooling of PSPs due to larger size of

potent AlP particles. Such a contradiction maybe

attributed to the faceted growth mechanism of PSPs,

which is largely different from the fast continuous

Figure 10 Al–P phase diagram calculated from the database in

Ref. [50] with logarithmic scale for the P composition in wt.%.
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growth kinetics of non-faceted primary Al grains. At

small undercoolings, the growth of Si particles on

AlP substrates is based on two-dimensional nucle-

ation, which is very slow [47]. When the alloy melt is

cooled down to the liquidus temperature of the

experimental Al–Si–Cu alloy with a smaller cooling

rate, AlP particles will reach a larger size due to

longer time of growth and coarsening. Provided that

free growth radius also exists for nucleation of PSPs,

it will take a longer time for Si atoms to cover the

surface of large AlP particles and grow into a free

growth radius of PSP (equal to the substrate size). It

has to be noted that the nucleation of PSPs in P

inoculated Al–Si alloys is more complex than the

nucleation of primary Al grains in inoculated alu-

minium alloys. In the former case, two processes are

included: in situ precipitation and growth of AlP

particles and nucleation of PSPs on AlP. Since both

AlP and Si particle are faceted crystals, kinetic

undercooling cannot be neglected when considering

the nucleation of PSPs. To verify if free growth model

is valid for the nucleation of PSPs on AlP substrates,

development of reliable physical model and corre-

sponding numerical simulation models is yet needed,

though challenging.

In the present work, the nucleation kinetics of PSPs

under the influence of P inoculation at different

cooling rates has been quantitatively studied. It has

been observed that P addition and higher cooling

rates enhance nucleation of high number density of

PSPs, refine the size of PSPs. At the same time, the

morphologies of PSPs have also been changed. The

influence of P addition on the growth mechanism and

growth velocity of PSPs has been reported in another

work [46].

Conclusions

A novel quantitative study of heterogeneous nucle-

ation behaviour of primary silicon particles (PSPs)

during solidification of hypereutectic Al–Si(–Cu)

alloys under the influence of P inoculation has been

carried out through a combination of the in situ

micro-focus X-radiography and TP-1 type solidifica-

tion study. The major results are summarized as

follows.

Both TP-1 type solidification test and in situ X-ra-

diography confirmed that P addition has the influ-

ence of promoting the nucleation of and therefore

refining the primary Si particles in hypereutectic Al–

Si alloys. This has been attributed to the formation of

AlP particles in the melt, which can act as potent

nucleation substrates.

The P inoculation greatly extends the nucleation

temperature range of primary Si particles by reduc-

ing the minimum nucleation undercooling and

increasing the maximum nucleation undercooling.

Nucleation of the majority of the particles happens

within the temperature range of 10 K after the

nucleation starts.

The nucleation rate curves of primary Si particles,

as a function of undercooling, in both inoculated and

non-inoculated alloys show a log-normal shape. In

the P inoculated alloy, the peak nucleation rate is

much higher than the non-inoculated alloy.

Cooling rate has a strong effect on the nucleation

kinetics of PSPs. The number density of PSPs

increases with increasing cooling rate, which is more

significant for the P inoculated alloy. The maximum

nucleation undercooling increases with increasing

cooling rate. For the P inoculated alloy, the minimum

nucleation undercooling decreases with increasing

cooling rate. This is different from the non-inoculated

alloy and primary Al grain nucleation in inoculated

Al alloys, for which the minimum nucleation

undercooling increases or almost does not change

with cooling rate. This has been attributed to the slow

faceted growth mechanism of PSPs on AlP substrate.

Higher cooling rate also enhances the peak nucle-

ation rate in the P inoculated alloy.
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